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In [7] Turumaru introduced the notion of the direct product of C^-algebras.
Let SίjQSίa be the algebraic direct product of two C~x~-algebras <ΆΪ and 21 2. Then
SίιO^2 becomes a "^-algebra under the natural algebraic operations. Turumaru'ss\
C* -direct product 9fι®αSl2 is given as the completion of 9lι02ί2 under the norm
given by

Σ al)

1/2

Σ χι,j®χ*,s Σ <*M ®a*Λ Σ <

Σ aι,i®az,i e 81 !©Si2, where φl9 φ2 run over the set of all states of Sί1? Sί2 and

m

Σ χι,j®χz,j runs over 5lιO^2 Let us call this norm T-cross norm. Then

T-cross norm has the following property: If ττ1 and ττ2 are representations of <Ά1

and Si2 to Hubert spaces $ι and |)2 respectively, then the naturally defined
product representation TT^TT^ of Sί!0Sί2 to the product Hubert space §ι®ξ)2

is continuous with respect to T-cross norm, so that TT^TT^ can be extented to

the representation of SίiCgΆ which is also denoted by TT^TT^ Besides, if ττl and
ττ2 are faithful then T^®?^ becomes faithful. Hence T-cross norm is very natural
norm of Sî Sί̂  But it is another matter whether or not T-cross norm is unique
compatible norm of 2ϊι03ί2, where a norm 0 of Slj0Sl2 is called compatible to the
algebraic structure of SliO^ if the completion of Sί!0Sί2 by β becomes a O-algebra
and ll^iΘ^IU ^ l l ^i l l ll^ll for χ\ ^ δίi an(i χι € ^2- In the present note we
shall answer for this question that T-cross norm is smallest among the compat-
ible norms and that T-cross norm is unique in Sί^Sϊg for C*-algebra Sίj of
certain class but it is not so in general. So we say that C"x"-algebra Sίj has the
property (T) if the following is true;

(T): For every C*-algebra 212 T-cross norm of SliOSίj, is the unique comp-
atible norm.

LEMMA l . I f τ τ is a *'-representation of SljφSIg to a Hίlbert space $ which
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is continuous relative to a compatible norm, then there exist unique represen-
tations ττ1 and ττ2 of 5̂  and 2ϊ2 to $ such that

for xλ £ Slj and x2 € S(2.

This is nothing but [3 : Prop. 1.] So we omit the proof. We call ττl and ττ2

the restrictions of ?τ to Ŝ  and Sί2 respectively. Let 8Γι®03l2 be the completion

of 8ίιO^2 by a compatible norm β. For a state σ of Sίjg^Sίs let τrσ,|σ and ξ>σ be
the cyclic representation, the cyclic vector and the cyclic Hubert space respectively.
Let τrσ>1 and ττσ(2 be the restrictions of ττσ to <Ά1 and 31 2 respectively. By the
equations

σ ι^ι) = τrσι^ι) ξσ, £σ) and σ2^2) = (τr

for ^ 6 2ίj and xz € 5I2, we define the restrictions σx and σ2 of σ to 2ίj and 9(2

respectively. If σ(:r1®.r2) = σ^x^σ^x^) for .TJ ^ δίi and x2 € Sί2, then we write
σ = σ1®σ2. Conversely, if the functional on SίiO5ί2 defined by

is continuous under the /S-norm for states σl and cr2 of Sίj and Sί2, then σ can

be extended to a state of SίiΘjΛ, which coincides with σj®σ2.

LEMMA 2. L^ 211 α zύ? Sί2 fo the C*-algebras obtained by adjoining
units to $! and 8ί2 respectively. If β is a compatible norm of2li©2i2, £/w?ft /3

can be extended to a compatible norm of 2lιO^2

PROOF. Let TT be a faithful representation of SίiΘ/gSίs to a Hubert space
ξ) and TΓj and ττ2 the restrictions of TT to 21 x and 2ί2 respectively. Then TTJ and

ττ2 are faithful and can be naturally extended to the representations of 5fx and

Sί2 respectively, which are also denoted by τr1 and ττ2. For each element
n

Σ (xl}i + \ι,ίl)®(x2>i + λM7) € 5liO^2 putting
i = l

(IT^J:,.,) + λM7)( 7r2(.rM) + λ,,,
l

the norm β coincides with the original one of S^OS!*,. Let £y be the set of all
n

elements Σ fe.t + KΛ® (^2,i + λ2>i7) with /β-norm zero. Clearly, ξj becomes an
i = l

ideal of SlΊoiΰ and ξj n 210^2 = {0}. Since TT, and τr2 are faithful, TT^TT,
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is so on ̂ O^ Since (•π & π J (δ^Q )̂ (φ®£) is dense in £<g>£ and

c 3 Π (̂ O )̂ = {% we get (ir&irj (ξj) - {0}, that is, ̂  - {0}. Hence the

new /3-norm of 2l1OSi2 is a compatible norm.

In the following $0(2ί) means the set of all pure states for any C^-algebra 21.

For each state σ of $β0(δl) and unitary u £ 81 we define a state σw by

σw(;r) - (uxu~1} for r € St.

We remark that Sί is an ideal of δί and so x-^uxu~l is an automorphism of

St, so that σw € $0(3t) if σ € 5β0(8l). For any compatible norm β of 5l1O5t2 put

Sβ= {(<rί9σj € $0(8ί1)xϊ?o(Sί2):^ι®^is/3-contmuousonaιOSί2}.

Then we get

LEMMA 3. Sβ is w*-closed and unitarily invariant. That is, (σ^, σ2

υ)

€ 5/3 /or eαc/i (σ1? σ2) ^ 5̂  and unitaries u € 21 x αnJ 77 € Sί2.

PROOF. Closedness: Let {(σ1|β, σ2)«)} be a directed sequence in Sβ converging
to (σ1? cr2). Then we have

W 72

Σ ^l.aC^l.O^aC^Si i) —> Σ σl(^
i=l i=l

77,

for each Σ ̂ M®-^ £ SίjQ^ and

so that we have

Hence (σ ι,σ2) ^ 5 ,̂ that is, Sβ is closed.

Unitary invariance: By Lemma 2 we may consider β as the compatible

norm of SίiO^ F°r eacn unitaries w e 21 x and v £ 212, we have
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= Σ *,.,c
Jl ί=ι

71

for each (σ ι,σ2) £ Sβ and ])Γ j:^ i^^2)ί
Hence Sff is unitarily invariant.

THEOREM 1. Every commutative C*-algebra has the property (T).

PROOF. Let <Ά1 be an arbitrary commutative O-algebra and §12 another
C*-algebra. Let β be arbitrary compatible norm of SίiO^ Let σ be an arbitrary

pure state of Slι®0Sl2 and σί and σ2 its restrictions to (ίίl and δl2 respectively.

Let 7r be the cyclic representation of (Άl (&βΆ2 to the Hubert space $σ induced by
σ and τrt and ττ2 its restrictions to ^l and Sί2 respectively. Since the commutant

of 7r(Slι®/3 212) contains Tr^Slj) by the commutativity of Sl^ 7Γi becomes the- repre-
sentation of Si! to the scalar field over §σ. Hence we have σ^x^I = TT^X^ and

for each Xι € 2ίi and :̂2
 € 2ί2. Thus every irreducible representation ?τ of

Sί2 is written in the form TT = TTJ®^ by some irreducible representations TTJ and
ττ2 of Sίj and 212. Therefore we get

(*)

runs over

xX

:g sup

all irreducible representations of δ^ίS^δls

77Ί and ττ2 run over all

irreducible representations of Slj and S12

2,ί

for each

Suppose 5^ =^ 5β0(δlι) x Φo(Sί2) By the closedness of 5^ there exist non empty
open sets Uλ and U2 in 5β0(8lι) and 5β0(8ί2) such that L/Ί x C72 Π 5^ = φ.

Replacing ί/! and ί72 by \ l Uιu and y^y ?72

W, we may suppose that
we^^unitary vz U2;unitary

[/! and ?72 are unitarily invariant and Uλ X U2 Π ,Sβ = φ by the unitary
invariance of Sβ. Putting Kλ = QL/Ί and K2 = C^2? ^2 is a unitarily invariant
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closed subset of Sβ0(8ϊ2). By [2: Lemma 8] Kt = ̂  and K2 = ^2 are closed
ideals of Sίj and 212 such that ^Γ = K\ and ξyί = K2 respectively. It follows
from the non-emptiness of Uι and U2 that <^l =£ {0} and Σj2 Φ {0}. Hence there
exist non-zero positive elements a1 £ ^ and α2 € $>2 respectively. Since 5^ C
{K, X $0(Sί2)} U {Sβ0(8lι) X X2} we have σ^σ , (^(g)^) = 0 for every (σ1?σ2)/\
^ 50. But every σ £ $o(2ίι®/32ί2) has the form σ = &i®e-z for some (eτι,σ2) € S$

as already shown, so that av®a2 = 0. This is a contradiction. Hence we get
S0 — Φo(δlι) X $o(2l2X so that the inequality in (*) is replaced by the equality.
This completes the proof.

LEMMA 4. If the restriction of a pure state σ of 211®/3212 = δί^ to Sϊi
becomes a pure state σl of 31 1? ί/ι^w ίΛe restriction σ2 of σ to S12 becomes a
pure state and σ is represented in the form σ — σλ®σ^.

PROOF. Let π be the cyclic representation of 81̂ , induced by σ, to the
cyclic Hubert space ξ) with the cyclic vector f . Let TTΊ and ττ2 be the restrictions
of 7r to 21 ! and 212 respectively. Since o-l(x) = (ττl(x)ξjξ\ x € 511? is a pure state
of 2i1? Trf becomes the irreducible cyclic representation of 3^ induced by σly

where β is defined by β1 = [TΓ^SlOί-] and Trf means the representation of 2ίt to ft
defined by πf(x)η — π^x^η for 77 € ffi. Hence β becomes a minimal subspace
belonging to TΓ^Sίj)', the commutant of TT^^.

On the other hand, the irreducibility of ?τ implies TT^)" = B(φ\ so
that Jί (^(Sli), 7r2(Sί2)) = .B(θ) where β(̂ ) means the full operator algebra on $
and R(S) means the von Neumann algebra generated by S for any subset
S of B(ξ>). 71 (̂80' D τr2(3l2) implies ΛCTΓ^O, ^.(MO') = (̂§) and similarly R(τr2

(3ί2), ^(Sίa)') = B(ξ>\ so that both TT! and ττ2 are factor representations. Since
TΓ^δlj)' has the minimal invariant subspace β, TrXSij)" is a factor of type I.

Let e be the projection of § onto β. Then e is a minimal projection of
TΓj (Sίi)', so that ^τr1(2l1)

/β = {λβ: λ is complex}. Putting ĵc^ = λ(^V for x ^ ττl

(Sii)', λ is a pure state of Tr^S^)'. Since τr2(2ί2)C7r1(2ί1)
/, we get

for every xl € 31 1 and .r2 ^ 2ί2. Besides, we have

\(ττ2(x2y) = (m^x^eξ, ξ ) = (πz(xz)ξ, ξ) = σ2(^2)

for every :̂2 € 21. Thus we get σ = σ!®σ2.
Finally we shall show that σ2 is a pure state. By the equality

x x

//

1) KΊ means the set of all elements at of $£ 4 such that σf.(αί)=0 for every σi^Ki (£ = 1,2).
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n m

— Σ Σ σ(yι,*χ
i=ι j=ι

n 771

\—v ^V—N / v

= Z. 2_ *ιCyι,^

forY]:rM ®Xz,i, Σy^®y*,j € 8fιQ8l2, w becomes the product representation of
ϊ = l j=Γ

the cyclic ones ττσι and ττσs of Sίx and 8ί2 induced by σγ and σ2. Hence the
irreducibility of π implies that of τrσt. Thus σ2 becomes a pure state.

THEOREM 2. T-cross norm in 8(1O2(2 w £/*£ smallest among compatible

norms of 811O»2
x .̂

PROOF. Let /β be another compatible norm of SίiO^ Put Sί/3 =
5^ = $o(8JO * $o(8ί2)> then we have

X\,ivyX2,i a.

r / ~ WA Wv VA Vll/2

crι®σ2 > ^i j®α 2 , \j>X\i®X2ί\ \ 2^ X\ i®X<> i > <2ι i®^2 )i^ ^ i Λ_/ i.^^ ^ - ^ / ι/-^ A . * *> i \ -̂/ i,*^ -^ j\ έ—, L,J^ *,} i
= sup L \l-ji / \ t=

(o"ιθ"2)€ ^Po(2lι) χΦo(2ϊa) r / m

I ^—^^Θα , ̂  L, *li:

^ ̂ l,i®^2,i L

Hence it suffices to prove only Sβ = $0(SίO x ί5o(2ί2). Suppose S0 Φ 5β0(8TO x $0

(2ί2). As in the last part of the proof of Theorem 1, there exist non-zero positive
elements αx £ 8ίι and α2 ^ 212 such that σ 1®o 2(α1®α2) = 0 for every (σ1? σ2) 6
SB. Let A be the commutative C"x"-subalgebra of Sί2 generated by az. By Theorem

X^N ' ^̂1 the /3-norm in 2lj0A coincides with T-cross norm, so that SίjCg^A is naturally
imbedded in Sl/3. Taking σl z 5β0(5lι) and ft € Φo(A) such that σ^αO Φ 0 and

r or XX Λ T 1 rp2(α2) ̂  0, σλ®p2 is a pure state oί n^a A. Let σ be a pure state extension of
<rι®Pϊ to 81/3. Then the restriction of σ to Sίj and A coincide with the original
σl and pz respectively. Hence σ is represented in the form σ = σj(S)σ2 by Lemma
4. Besides, we have erG^®^) = oΊ(αO ^2(^2) ̂  0. But cr = σ^cΓg € Si* implies
(σi,σ2) ^ 5^3. This is a contradiction. Hence Sβ = 5β0(2lι) x 5β0(8l2). This completes
the proof.

REMARK. In Theorem 2 we do not assume any relation between the
compatible norm β and Schatten's λ-norm on 2l1θ8ί2, so that we can conclude
that every compatible norm β is larger than λ-norm.

As a direct conclusion of Theorem 2, we can answer the open question
proposed by Turumaru [8] in the following
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COROLLARY. The direct product of simple C*-algebras, in the sense of
Turumaru, is also simple.

PROOF. Let <$ί1 and 8ί2 be two simple C*-algebra. Let Si = δl^Sίg. Suppose
that there exists a closed ideal £y of 2ί. If TT is an irreducible representation of
81 vanishing on £y, then the restriction TJΊ and ττ2 of TT to 81 j and Sί2 are factor
representations commuting each other. By the simplicity of <Ά1 and Sί2 both TTΊ

n

and ττ2 are faithful. For any Σ £ι,ί®#2,ί <= \J we have
ί = l

/ n

0 = 7Γ ^ X
Vί=l

so that there exists a π x rc-matrix (λ^ ) by [4:Theorem III] such that

n n

= 0 and

It follows that

so

λί;jj:2,j — ̂ 2,i by the faithfulness of ττl and ττ2,

= 0. Thus we get ξj Π S^QSl, = {0}. Therefore the norm

\\ \\β denned by

is a compatible norm on δί^QSίa, where TT means the
i=l

natural homomorphism of 3ί onto 31/Q. But Theorem 2 says that

for every Σ χι,i®x^,i ζ δίiO^s? so that TT becomes an isometry.
3 ί = i

Hence we have ίj = {0}. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 3. Every C*-algebra of type I has the property (T).

PROOF. Let 8It be a O-algebra of type I and 8ί2 an arbitrary O-algebra.
Let β be an arbitrary compatible norm in 8(1O8ί2. Let TT be an irreducible represe-

ntation of 81!®/3δί2 to a Hubert space §. Let τrl and ττ2 be the restrictions of TT
to 81! and 812. Let M1 and Λί2 be the weak closure of ^(SlO and τr2(8I2)
respectively. Then Jfx and M2 commute each other. By the irreducibility of
7r M! and M2 generates the full operator algebra B(§) on ξ>, so that both Mj
and M2 are factors. Since 8̂  is a Cx"-algebra of type I, M1 is a factor of type
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I. By [4:Theorem IV] /?(§) is isomorphic to M&Mί under the natural isomor-
n n

phism Σ Xix'i -> Σ xt®x'i9 xt £ Λfl9 x\ z Mλ' = 1, 2, , n. Since M2 is contai-
i=l i = l

ned in Mi, R(Λfl9 M2) ̂  M^M^ Hence we get M2 = M{, so that M2 is also of
type I and TT = 7rl

e®τr2

f for minimal projections e and/ of M\ and M2. After
all, we get the following

Σ χ\, = SUP 7Γ runs

- sup

X N

all irreducible representations of δlι®^Sl
n l i

X] 7Γ1(^Γ1>ί)(S)7Γ2(^2,ϊ) : ^l an(l ^2 rUn

i-1 II

over all irreducible representations of <Ά1 and 2ί2 respectively}

for every This completes the proof.

THEOREM 5. If C*-algebra $! is an inductive limit of O'?- sub algebras
{9ίγ} with the property (T) in the sense of Takeda [5], then 5̂  also has the
property (T).

PROOF. Let 212 be an arbitrary (^'-algebra. Let β be another compatible
n

norm in SίiQ^ Let Σ x\,i®x*,i be a fixed element of 2ίι©8[2 For any £>0
i=ι

there exist an index Ύ0 and x\Λ ••• ,x\,n ^ Sίγo such that H^!^ — x\,ί\\ < £ ί = 1,

2, ,τz. Since Sί7o has the property (T), we have \Σ χι,ι®χι,ι L —

Hence we get

n ,. If n „

l-llsj

II w

= ΣJ

II i=l

I) ^

= ΣJ

Jl i-1

II n

^ Σ^
I / " \

., + Σ Ix^ 1
II a \ i=l /
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Σ*M®*M
]Γ,

ί = l

so that = Σ *,, 2,ί

According to Theorem 3 and 4, the class of C*-algebras with the property
(T) is actually larger than that of Cκ~-algebras of type I. Indeed, the infinite
C*-direct product of finite dimensional matrix algebras in the sense of Takeda
[5] has the property (T), but is not of type I. Finally we shall construct an
example of C*-algebra without the property (T).

Let G be the free group of two generators a, β. On the Hubert space
§ — /2(G), space of square summable functions over G, we define unitary ope-
rators u(g0) and v(gQ} for each gQ € G by

[u(g^ξ}(g) = ξ(g^g\ [v(g0)ξ](g) = ξ(gg»} for ξ * §.

Putting (w!*)(g) — ζ(g~1} f°r ζ € §> w becomes unitary on ξ> and we have

w2 — /, wu(g)w = v(g) and wv(g)w = u(g)

for each g £ G. Let 21 be the C*-algebra generated by u(g)'s. Let fτrl be
identical representation of 51 on «ξ> and let τr2(:r) = twτrl(x)eϋυ9

TΓ^Sί)' — the weak closure of ττ2(δl) = ττ2(δί)">

(̂Sί)' — the weak closure of TΓ^Sί) = ττι(8ί)~,

and TΓ^Sί)', ττ2(Sί)~ are factors of type IIlβ

Next we consider the C* -algebra 23 generated by [u(g
on

(g^)\ gί9 g2 £ G}

Then S is naturally isomorphic to the Turumau's direct product

2ί®«Sί. So we identity Sί(g)αSl and S.

Then we can define a representation TT of by

72

Σ
i=l

for

Suppose that TT is continuous under T-cross-norm. Then TT can be extended to

the representation of S5, denoted also by TT. Since the weak closure 58 of 55 has

the coupling constant one, every normal state of >8 can be represented as a
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vector state. Hence the set of all vector states of §5 is t^-dense in the state

space of S3. As every state of 58 can be extended to a state of SB, the set of all
vector states of 33 is z^-dense in the state space of 23. After all, for every unit
vector ξ of § the state φξ of S, define by ψξ(x) = (ττ(x)ξ, ξ\ is weakly
approximated by the vector states ωv of 23, where η is a unit vector of $) and
ωη is defined by ωη(x) = (xη, η). Putting ξ0(g) = 1 if g = e and ξ0(g) = 0 if
9 ̂  e-> 9 £ G, ξQ is a unit vector of §. Then we have

= ξo(ffι~lff*) for each (ffι> ffz) * G

For any f > 0, there exists a unit vector 770 £ β such that

( 1 ) 1 1 - (u(cί)®u(c£) ηo, 770) 1 < 6 2/2,

From (1) it follows that

(2) ||τ;0 - u(d)®u(d)η,\\ < 8 and [̂  - u(ά)®u(ά)®u(oL)η^ <

In fact, we have

ho - u(α)®u(d)η^ = ho!!2 + \\u(d)®u(d)ηQf

- 2(3i^(u(oί)®u(oί)ηQ, 770)

- 2JHe((l - (u(d)®u(ά) 770, 770)) < £2.

For each subset S of G x G we define a projection /># in β by

(PsnXgiygz) = Xsfaι,gJ ^(ff^g^) for 77 ̂  ffi,
where χ^ means the characteristic function of 5. Then we have

, 92) = XίΛt.Λ,)^!,

for each (hl9hz) £ G X G and 77 € S), that is

Hence

, W — CF(«,α)-ι.s77o> 770)!

= 1^770,770) - (u(αYl®(u(αYlPsu(α}®u(α)ηQ,ηQ}\
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~ (Psu(ά)®u(ά)η0, u(d)®u

o, 770) - (fttfo, U(ά)®u(ά)<η<>)\

, u(ά)®u(oί)ηQ) - (Psu(ά)®u(ά)η0y u(ά)®u(ά)η,)\

- u(d)®u(ά)ηϋ\\ + ||P^o - u(ά)®u(ά)ηo)\\ \\u(d)®u(ά)η,\\

That is,

Put A = {g € G : # = tfp/3a, , p Φ 0} and B = G - A. Then the family {αrnβ:
Λ = 1, 2, •} is mutually disjoint, so that {(a~n, a~n} (B x G); τι = 1, 2, •} is
mutually disjoint. Hence

n~1

= / ^ \-M[α~*,α"*) (BxG^O^o)

That is, (P^ τ;0, τ;0) < - + (n - 1)6 Λ = 1, 2 .

Similary we have (P^x^ 770? ^7o) < -- h (w — 1) £ w = 1, 2, .

But we have

since G = B U Λ. This is impossible if 8 < -r^r and n — 3. Hence φξo can not

be approximated by vector states. That is, TT is discontinuous under T-cross-
norm in SίrQ^ After all, we get the following

THEOREM 6. There exists a C*-algebra without the property (T).
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